
Content Filtering 

Connectivity without compromise



We believe content filtering is not just about blocking adult content, 
but it is about empowering people to gain control over the content 
they, and those they care for, view. 

Available as a fully managed or co-managed service, our content filtering packages are available at a 

fixed rate, enabling you to protect employees, pupils, or vulnerable people, keeping everyone safer in the 

digital world. 

Superior protection and control over content

Content Filtering  

Product benefits and features

• A centralised internet content filtering 

system that requires no equipment to install, 

no complicated configuration, and it is fully 

backed up by a 24/7/365 telephone and 

email support line

• Enabling safe search engines to introduce 

a level of protection for internet searching, 

also block proxy sites/servers (these can be 

used to by-pass filtering as you use another 

IP to access sites) and any hacking sites 

• We have access to a huge database of 

website addresses that covers 5 billion URLs. 

The filtering system we utilise is being used 

worldwide by over 250 million users 

• We can provide ‘time-of-day’ or duration 

based controls on internet use 



Business benefits: 

Enabling you to fully control security of 

your network:

All requests for changes to specific content 

filtering rules, must be made by the bill 

payer and we will often phone to make 

sure they are genuine, where appropriate. 

All requests are monitored and audited 

by our team to make sure access is not 

granted to inappropriate or restricted 

content by people not authorised to do so.

Enhancing safer environments:

We have 65 different, already configured, 

categories that can be used to block or 

allow internet access, along with time profile 

and custom rules (depending on which 

package is chosen) As standard we block 

race/hate, violence, adult content, gambling 

and alcohol and the IWF list (Internet Watch 

Foundation).

Protecting your staff:

Comprehensive reports on browsing 

habits of employees or other users to 

fulfill HR requirements and allowing you 

to control access to certain websites, 

including social media. 

You may also be interested in: 

Data backup

Managed DDoS

Managed Firewalls

Connectivity without compromise

For our Sales Team call 0800 066 2739  
For our Support Team call 0161 822 2580

Alternatively email our friendly team at hello@m24seven.com 

www.m24seven.com


